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Abstract— Modern Agriculture has a detailed view about the
entities that are part of the agricultural field, such as plants,
nutrients and water, and it captures data on the production
process to reach the goals of better Efficiency and Productivity.
Precision Agriculture systems appeared as the enabling
technologies to have a deeper, more detailed knowledge about
the agricultural field, helping farmers to make better decisions
when managing their farms. However, the existing solutions
rely upon significant investment in new equipment and changes
in field layouts making it impractical to farms with less
mechanized methods.
To have a better management of their business, farmers need
to have information on every step of the production process.
Modern agriculture is based on agricultural production models
that help to forecast yields and costs that also need worker
activity data. In this dissertation an Agricultural Workforce
Monitoring system to enrich data on production models is
described.
The goal is to maintain a registry of agricultural events
capturing the data with personal devices. Our approach is
to use a conventional smartphone embedded with sensors to
monitor workers’ locations and movements that allow for
activity inference. The solution is divided in: Agricultural
Worker Location Tracking where it is tested the performance of
GPS and Dead Reckoning to capture worker’s locations in the
agricultural field, and Agricultural Activity Monitoring where
we use Machine Learning to classify the agricultural worker
activities throughout their working day.

I. I NTRODUCTION
According to the latest United Nations projections, by
2050 there will be 9.7 × 109 people on the planet 1 . With
traditional agricultural production methods it will not be
possible to match the need for greater amounts of food. It
will be necessary new agricultural production methods that
help the farmer to increase productivity and to rationalize
environmental resources.
In order to overcome variability, one of the biggest challenges to agricultural productivity, farmers need a broader
understanding about the characteristics of the field and the
development of the crops. Agriculture, being an economic
sector with a historically less relevant role in the development
and integration with Information Technologies, it starts to
have the need to be adapted to new productivity challenges in
order to become competitive. The Information Technologies
appear as a possibility to promote innovation in the A
1 https://www.un.org/development/desa/en/news/population/un-reportworld-population-projected-to-reach-9-6-billion-by-2050.html

agricultural production processes, using new data capturing
devices installed in the agricultural fields and interacting with
the external world.
Precision Agriculture envisions a deeper agricultural data
capturing, gathering data in each step from planning to final
product, in the agricultural production process. Furthermore,
Precision Agriculture systems can help farmers with decision
making and resource management while integrating different
information sources such as sensors, satellites and meteorologic forecasts.
However, to be aware of everything what happens during
the production process it is necessary to capture data in
every step of the period the crops stays in the field. In the
agricultural production process there is a vast amount of
entities, each of them producing data that is required to be
captured. Modern Agriculture is an iterative process led by
productivity and efficiency based on planning and forecasts,
using sophisticated agricultural models, with farmers trying
to increase crop’s yield while decreasing the amount of
wasted resources and reducing operational costs.
The existing solutions are adapted to mechanized production methods and they are not suitable to smaller scale farms
or are unable to capture data in each step of the process.
There are also farms with specialty crops (fruits, vegetables
and flowers) where there are no big machines involved on the
activities being made and farmers need to use manual labor
in the production process. When there is the need to monitor
the human labor in the agricutural production process there
are no solutions to monitor the events happening in the field.
To overcome the agricultural worker monitoring problem,
there is a need to create solutions capable of tracking the
behavior of each individual and tools to integrate data from
different workers, using distinct location systems with other
sources of information given by several sensors present in
the field. It is necessary a new system capable to monitor
agricultural workforces, keeping a registry of the events
happening during crop’s life-cycle.
A. Challenges
Agricultural Worker’s monitoring is an area of Precision
Agriculture where scientific research is fairly recent. Since
there are only a few systems that monitor agricultural human
labor we will have to look for solutions in other areas
of Precision Agriculture and Human Activity Detection.

In a Urban Environment we have the necessary Energy
and Communication infrastructures to create an Information
Technologies system. When designing a Precision Agriculture solution we have to take into account that is must be
energy efficient or adapted to other sources of power such
as solar cells.
Precision Agriculture systems in highly mechanized farms
are capable to provide the farmer with productivity metrics,
but those systems are not meant to specialty crops where
farmers are required to use human labor in the agricultural production process and data extraction is difficult. In
specialty crops there are usually the presence of trees that
are a big concern to wireless communication systems as
they cause signal attenuation. In particular, the use of GPS
in those conditions might present farmers with erroneous
worker positions, leading them to thinking that an activity
is being done in a different area.
Finally, there is the challenge of having a monitoring
system that is seamlessly integrated with worker activities,
not interfering in their performance or comfort.
B. Objectives
It is our goal to create a system capable of automatically
maintain a detailed registry of relevant events that happen
during the production process, stating from data capturing,
filtering and sensor data fusion, without the need for a human
supervisor to be present where the agricultural activities are
being made. There are several activities happening in the
agricultural process, but in the scope of this dissertation we
will focus on harvesting as it is an important step of that
process. Harvesting is also an activity directly related with
crop’s yield, so it might possible to relate worker’s movement
across the field with the amount of harvested crop in that
area.
The fragile nature of specialty crops usually requires farmers to choose to harvest their crops with human workforces
rather than mechanized systems. In this type of crops it is
important to farmers to known where an agricultural event
occurs with an accuracy that leaves no doubt where it took
place, so we consider specialty crops to have low error
tolerance.
Rural environments have communication and energy infrastructure limitations which leads the system to have the
necessity to minimize energy consumption and external
communications. A solution that is meant to be used in
the rural world should not depend on the connection with
external systems that increase complexity and the probability
to the system to fail. Since this solution is to be used
either on large or small farms, it must be accessible to
those who can not afford expensive machinery, and since
smartphones are getting cheaper and equipped with better
location detection technologies, so the solution will start by
using smartphones, but we will leave open the possibility
of using other devices. Therefore, the system must function
as long as the smartphone has battery in normal climacteric
conditions.
The solution should be able to track workers in the
agricultural field with an adequate margin of error to the

crop, being able to distinguish, in the case of a fruit orchard
for example, in which side of the fruit tree the agent is
present at any given moment.
In a human monitoring application that has the goal to
capture productivity metrics it is important that worker’s performance is not affected with the solution, nor the production
process is changed. In this way, the system must be adapted
to different human bodies (i.e. height, weight, gender) in
order to monitor each of those who work in a farm without
their performance and comfort being affected.
II. P RECISION AGRICULTURE
Precision Agriculture systems have the goal to make farms
more productive, increasing yields while consuming less
resources. Nonetheless, the information that those systems
capture is not exclusive to farmers as product supply chain
stakeholders are increasingly interested in having more information helping them to manage supply/demand ratios and
prices.
Modern Agriculture introduced the appearance of Agricultural Production Models that are the bridge that connects
the entities that make part of the Agricultural Businesses.
We consider the Agricultural Production Model to be the
set of steps that the farmer has to overcome when he is
producing agricultural goods. Being in the path that goes
from the business idea to selling the product to supply chain,
those steps are critical to farmers and farm management.
Agricultural models use data that is captured in every step
from planning to supply chain to build a knowledge base
that guides farmers through productivity success. In order
to feed those models, it is needed to perform production
process analysis with the entities involved. To explore the
full potential of agricultural models it is needed a big set of
information in each step of the model. Precision Agriculture
systems, being capable to capture deeply rooted data from
the agricultural fields enable more complex modeling. In
Figure 1 it is represented the first layer of the Agricultural
Production Model.

Fig. 1.

First Layer of the Agricultural Production Model

The Production Process is the set of activities that are
done in the agricultural field in order to maintain the crop and
produce agricultural goods. It is in this part of the agricultural
model that most of the activities are done, so we need to
collect data coming from different agricultural agents such
as workers, machinery or ambient variables, for example.
Traditional Precision Agriculture systems already collect data
from the field itself, but they usually don’t address other
variables that are very useful for the farmer such as the ones
related with worker activities.
In farms that are dependent on human labor, workforce
monitoring is deeply connected with the production process,
enabling a data capturing mechanism that previously was

only available at heavily mechanized farms.
The Agricultural Production Models forecast production
costs and crop productivities and they use agricultural metrics extracted from the field, that in specialty crops are only
possible to capture with Precision Agriculture Systems, as
the alternative would be to have more people to observe
the agricultural workers and take notes on the activities they
make. Those models use metrics such as the harvested fruit
weight per tree or even the number of trees in which the
worker performed the activity that was supposed to happen.
Ferreira et. al [1] introduced an integrated model applied
to the Brazilian orange agribusiness system. The authors
present a model that aims to integrate the whole Brazilian
orange producing business, in order to reduce costs and
to improve the end product income. When describing the
model, authors address a set of agricultural variables needed
to analyze the orange agribusiness, and those variables
include orange production costs, administrative costs and
variables tied with the production process such as the
number of orange boxes that each variety is able to produce.
Other Precision Agriculture technologies were evaluated
in this research to see what data is already being captured
in heavily mechanized farms It is also important for this
project to understand what are the major difficulties that other
agricultural solutions are facing when deployed in the field.
The influence that plant canopy and other natural obstacles
present in the agricultural field have on radio signals affecting
the system’s overall availability and performance is a relevant
problem to address when developing this type of systems.
Vellidis et. al [2] developed a Wireless smart sensor array
for irrigation scheduling that uses RFID tags, that operate
in the 2.4GHz band, to transmit data. However, with the
decision to use tags operating at the 2.4GHz frequency, some
wireless transmission problems occurred. The surrounding
plants make a significant impact on the wireless transmitters
and they needed to be positioned above the top of the plants
in order to avoid signal attenuation.
A. Case Study
Agricultural activities can vary according to the crop that
is installed in the field. The case study for this dissertation
will be the olive crop that was chosen due to the ease of
access to olive orchards and heterogeneity of tree sizes and
field displacement between different orchards, which helps
when evaluating the system for real use cases.
Olive Orchards can be classified as Traditional, Intensive
and Super-Intensive according to density of trees per hectare
and their dimensions. In our case study we will compare the
system in a Traditional Olive Orchard with a plant density
of 80 to 120 trees/Ha and in an Intensive Olive Orchard with
a plant density of 200 to 600 trees/Ha.
III. R ELATED W ORK
After getting a general overview about Modern Agriculture, Production Management Models and associated technologies, the next step is to present relevant work about

Human Activity monitoring. As referred in the Section I,
agricultural workforce monitoring is a new area in Precision
Agriculture and there is little research in these systems.
Yiannis Ampatzidis 2 , associated professor in the California
State University is in between the most active researchers
in Manual Labor monitoring systems. Along with his colleagues, he developed several systems that map harvesting
productive yields based on the locations of workers.
However, we can find human activity monitoring systems
in other scientific areas such as Elder Monitoring and Fitness
Tracking. This type of systems is well known and has been
subject of studies in the last few years, so there are already
commercial systems available in the market.
Besides from capturing worker’s positioning, worker monitoring systems must be able to distinguish between human
activities held in the crop such as pruning, harvesting, spraying and others such as walking or standing still. Therefore,
it is necessary to take a different approach to those that
are being used in large scale mechanized farms and it also
must be different from solutions that only monitor crop’s
productive yield. As opposing to current existing solutions
that are not adapted to manual labor and lead to significant
investment in equipment as well as changes in field’s layout,
the chosen approach resorts, as a starting point, on using a
smartphone and its sensors to detect locations and movement.
As mentioned before, in large scale agricultural systems
there are solutions that track machine behavior, but when
we move to specialty crops, such as fruits, vegetables and
flowers, there is no way to automate data collection, due
to the need to use workers to perform the agricultural
activities, instead of machines. Several approaches to solve
the traceability problem have been tested, making use of
RFID, GPS, barcodes and other mobile solutions. Cunha et.
al [3], Kuflik et. al [4], Morais et. al [5] and Luvisi et. al [6],
have been using mobile solutions related with data collection,
on the field.
Ampatzidis et. al [7] [8] [9] developed a wearable module
to record worker positions, applied to orchards or protected
cultivation environments, where GPS signal is typically
unavailable. The goal of their project is to track the paths
taken by agricultural workers in the field making use of
both relative and absolute position location systems. As an
alternative to GPS, that suffers from signal attenuation when
close to trees their solution was to use a Dead Reckoning
Module - DRM 4000, a miniature electronic device that can
be worn by people and provides the user’s position relative
to a initial point.
However, none of the solutions that were studied had
an Activity Detection module to capture the movements of
workers while they work.
A. GPS
Global Positioning System (GPS) is a Global Navigation
Satellite System (GNSS) that provides end-devices with
location or position determination as well as time information
on planet Earth, in despite of the weather conditions.
2 http://yiannisampatzidis.wixsite.com/scientist-site

Standalone GPS receivers are only dependent on their
satellite constellation signals. The problem occurs when
satellite signal is poor, such as in urban areas, tunnels or
in the case of agriculture, when the receiver is close to tree
canopy. Assisted GPS or A-GPS is a GPS based system
used in compatible smartphones to improve GPS positioning
on those situations. This improved system uses cell tower
data to assist GPS signals, enhacing precision on poor signal
conditions.
B. Dead Reckoning
Dead Reckoning [10] is a navigation technology capable
to deduct relative displacements to a previously known initial
position by capturing the body movements of users. To
measure the displacement relative to the initial position Dead
Reckoning uses Inertial Sensors such as Accelerometers and
Magnetometers
The accelerometer measures the acceleration on device
axes and those values represent the forces applied to the
smartphone’s sensors including Earth’s gravity. On the other
hand the magnetometer measures the magnetic field in each
axis of the device.
Dead Reckoning will calculate the total acceleration on the
device and search for peaks over the time that are greater than
12m/s2 . The acceleration amplitude of two human steps is
represented in Figure 2. Once a step is detected it uses the
magnetometer data to give each step a direction, and with
the average human step length, it is able to determine the
new relative coordinate.

Fig. 2.

Acceleration Amplitude of Two Human Steps in m/s2 .

There are several agricultural monitoring systems that
capture data about the crop throughout the growing season.
However the number of systems that is focused on human
labor is still small and even those that monitor agricultural
workers lack an Activity Detection mechanism that is needed
to create metrics for the agricultural models.
IV. L OCATION A SSESSMENT
The solution for the Agricultural Monitoring problem must
conform with the requirements stated in Section I, so it will
use a smartphone equipped with a GPS receiver and Inertial

Sensors to track the paths that workers cross during their
working days.
It is known that smartphone sensors are not as accurate
as dedicated location capturing devices, so there is the need
to evaluate how the GPS and Dead Reckoning technologies
will perform in a Olive Tree orchard.
A. Case Study
We have chosen two olive orchards with different characteristics in order to evaluate the performance and behavior
of smartphone sensors in a rural environment and their
capability to be integrated in an Agricultural Workforce
Monitoring system.
The first olive orchard uses a Traditional production
method with no irrigation where the distance between trees
is 10 by 12 meters and the crown width is 6 meters in
average with a 2 meters deviation. The second olive orchard
is installed in an area with hundreds of hectares with olive
trees, it uses an Intensive production method with irrigation
and it was planted less than a decade ago. In this orchard
the distance between trees is 5 by 7 meters and the average
crown width is 2,5 meters with a 50 centimeters deviation.
B. GPS Assessment
We intend to use a GPS equipped smartphone to track
workers in the field to lower implementation costs. Since
GPS receivers embedded in Smartphones have low quality
clocks, the average positioning error will be high when compared to dedicated GPS receiving devices. The smartphone
used in this evaluation was an Motorola Moto E 2nd Gen
2015.
GPS receivers have been used in the past in Precision Agriculture systems such as machinery control, worker guidance
or registry of the events happening in the farm. However,
the vast majority of those systems are used in open clear
sky, where the receivers have optimal conditions to capture
signals. It is important to notice that in those conditions the
average location error varies 5 to 10 meters from the real
positioning.
Two tests were made in each of the olive orchards to
measure the accuracy of a GPS equipped smartphone in
the presence of trees. In the first and third tests, that took
place in tradicional and intensive olive orchards respectively,
the smartphone operator walked across a row of olive trees
while capturing a location point every two seconds. The path
captured with the smartphone was very similar to the real
path taken by the operator. The evaluation shown that there
were no significant distortions on the captured datapoints.
In the second and fourth tests, it was analyzed the GPS
module capacity to capture GPS signals. When the operator walks under the trees crowns simulating agricultural
activities such as olive harvesting. In the Traditional Olive
Orchard, Figure 3, when the smartphone operator started
the harvesting simulation the GPS module started capturing
erroneous positions, which sometimes were under trees in the
same row. In the Intensive Orchard the system was capable to

D. Discussion

Fig. 3.

Traditional Olive Orchard Navigation.

capture the operator path, however it was possible to notice
a 1 meter deviation from the real path.
We conclude that it is possible to identify the path that
agricultural workers take in an Olive Orchard, although there
is an influence caused by the tree canopy that can lead
erroneous coordinates to appear in the system. Therefore,
GPS location capturing does not meet the requirements to
have the system to indentify in each tree a single activity
occurs, since the error is greater than the average distance
between trees.
C. Dead Reckoning Assessment
The vast majority of Precision Agriculture systems that
track machinery, people or objects use GPS, so Dead Reckoning is not usually explored in a rural context with trees.
The Dead Reckoning technology in this system uses a
strategy that starts from detecting the worker’s steps and then
gives them a direction and this is all captured and calculated
using a regular smartphone.
Yiannis Ampatzidis et al. [7] developed a solution that uses
a dedicated Dead Reckoning wearable module and were able
to track workers in the field. Since our solution will use the
sensors available on a off-the-shelf smartphone, we need to
evaluate how they perform when used in a Dead Reckoning
algorithm.
Two tests using the Dead Reckoning application were
perfomed in an Intensive Olive Orchard using a Samsung
Galaxy S7, that has the needed Accelerometer and Magnetometer sensors.
In the first test it was simulated the execution of agricultural activities, specifically the olive harvesting gestures.
The smartphone operator walked along a row of 5 trees and
the system was capable to correctly identify the real path
taken. In the second test it was simulated the navigation
along a row of 10 trees with coincident start and finish
points. Both tests shown a better location capturing accuracy
when compared with the GPS technology, with the Dead
Reckoning system almost matching the real path taken by
the operator. Although in the second test it was possible to
notice the error accumulation the appears over time, a known
problem of this technology.

The GPS technology has an average error that is high
for specialty crops. Along with that it suffers from signal
attenuation fue to tree canopy interference. The erroneous
coordinates are not compatible with the accuracy that this
crop needs.
On the other hand the Dead Reckoning technology is able
to track workers in the field with better accuracy, even when
they are performing their activities close to trees. However
the Dead Reckoning technology has the problem of error
accumulation that must be corrected from time to time.
The idea to solve this problem is to use Dead Reckoning
as the main location tracking provider and when the accumulated errors affect the correct of the system it are used
GPS absolute coordinates to compensate the error.
V. S OLUTION
The goal of our system is to monitor agricultural workers
in specialty crops using off-the-shelf hardware. In Section IV
it was possible to observe the problems that each location
technology present in regular smartphones have when exposed to a rural context and with those limitations in mind we
created a new agricultural worker monitoring solution. The
solution uses a set of sensors available in recent smartphones:
GPS, accelerometer, magnetometer and gyroscope. With this
system it is captured data about agricultural human labor
using inertial sensors rather than field sensors or agricultural
machine sensors that are typical in Traditional Precision
Agriculture systems but lead to significant implementation
costs.
Our approach is to split the problem in two worker monitoring tasks: Location Detection and Activity Monitoring.
The architecture of the system is represented in Figure 4.

Fig. 4.

Architecture of the system.

The Location Monitoring process corresponds to tracking
the path that workers take throughout the field making it
possible to farmers to know where a worker is at any
given moment. To capture this type of geographical data are
used the smartphone GPS receiver and the inertial sensors.
However worker’s positions are not representative of the
activities they perform throughout the working day, therefore,
we need a human Activity Detection mechanism to take
place. With this module it is possible to farmers to detect
failures in the production process that are related with human
caused faults.

Both Location and Activity monitoring modules contribute
to enrich agricultural models by measuring the worker productivities as well as identifying if the activity goals are
fulfilled, in the form of metrics.
A. Worker Location Monitoring
As we have seen in section IV the GPS technology
is not accurate enough to be used as the main Location
Tracking provider. In this solution we will capture worker
locations with the help of the inertial sensors present in
the smartphone using a Dead Reckoning technology. In
order to determine the new relative coordinates, the Location
Monitoring module will have to detect user steps and give
them a direction.
The first phase requires the user to walk a previously
known distance and count the number of steps it takes in
that path in order to calibrate the worker’s average step
length required by the algorithm. Knowing this value the
application uses accelerometer data to detect new user steps.
The step detection process starts with the search for peaks in
the acceleration amplitude. It is calculated the acceleration
magnitude, Equation 1, where we search for peaks above
12m/s2 in 350ms intervals.
q
(1)
kAk = A2x + A2y + A2z
According to Ubejd Shala et al. [11], a typical human
step creates in average a peak that is greater than 13m/s2
and taking that into account we defined a 12m/s2 threshold
that discards small worker movements. If two or more
consecutive steps occur in a 350ms time period only one
step is accounted. This assumes that while walking a regular
person can not take two steps in that time interval which
corresponds to erroneous detections where a step generates
more than two peaks.
When a new step is detected the new coordinates must be
calculated. In this process it are used the worker’s average
step distance, the azimuth angle and the previous coordinate
that can be the initial point, according to the following
equations:
Xt = Xt−1 + d(α − ot + π)

(2)

Yt = Yt−1 + d(α − ot + π)

(3)

X and Y represent the worker’s positioning in the in
the world coordinates system, d represents the traveled
distance between t-1 and t, α represents the azimuth
angle and ot represents the field orientation. The Android
operative system provides a getOrientation function that
takes accelerometer and magnetometer data as input and
calculates a vector with the angles arround each of the
device axes in radians anticlockwise.
Despite of being a more accurate navigation than GPS,
Dead Reckoning has the problem of error accumulation that
creates the need to have another navigation technology as

the source of absolute coordinates that in our case will be
GPS.
GPS technologies have an error that can average in between 5 and 10 meters in clear sky conditions and can be
useful to this system in situations where the average accumulated error tricks the farmer into thinking that workers are
in a different place in the field. Therefore, to compensate the
accumulated error the process of GPS coordinate capturing
must happen in open sky conditions with a stable number
of available satellites. To calibrate the relative coordinates it
is necessary to make an adjustment taking into account the
absolute coordinates captured with the GPS receiver.
Solutions that only use GPS will struggle to be correct
when the weather is not favorable or when the tree density
is too high. With a Dead Reckoning + GPS solution we are
capable to match very closely the real path of the worker,
correcting the error with GPS coordinates when the accuracy
of GPS signal is better than 8 meters, doing an average with
the Dead Reckoning coordinates.
B. Worker Activity Detection
Human Activity detection systems have been used when
there is a need to monitor some characteristics of people
daily habits. These kind of systes uses Inertial Sensors that
are installed next to the human body and are able to detect
which activity is being made at any given time.
There are systems that can tell if an athlete is walking
or running based on his movements that are smartphone or
wearable powered. However, when we move to agricultural
worker’s monitoring, the activities that need to be detected
depend on the agricultural production methods, on the monitored crop and on the field’s layout. Therefore, it is necessary
to have a robust and configurable mechanism according to
each farm characteristics. To lower implementation costs of
such system we have considered to use off-the-shelf devices
such as smartphones or smartbands that workers wear on his
body.
Current smarphones are equipped with a set of inertial
sensors such as accelerometers and gyroscopes that are
able to capture human body movements and infer human
activities. Existing solutions applied to data extraction in
Precision Agriculture are usually restrict to the activities that
machines perform in the farm where operators control what
is about to be done.
When we switch to human labor monitoring systems such
as the ones developed by Yannis Ampatzidis et. al [8],
there is no activity detection phase, leaving the decision
if an agricultural task is being done correctly to a human
supervisor.
We propose an agricultural activity detection that makes
it possible to farmers to analyze the productivity of each
worker, a common practice that is usual in agriculture, but it
is typically based on less objective information. The solution
we propose is to capture annotated data from agricultural
activities and use Machine Learning algorithms to classify
the activities.

Machine Learning algorithms have three distinct phases:
Learning, Validation and Classification. The first phase is
when the algorithm learns to classify datapoints by creating
a knowledge model with the most relevant data features.
Machine Learning algorithms are take annotated data as input
and create a model, that serves as input for the next phase.
In this system the data features vary from the set of statistical operations applied to each of the smartphone’s inertial
sensors’ data. After creating the model from example inputs
with a certain classifier, the model needs to be validated with
a different set of annotated data. This process tells us the
ratio of correctly and incorrectly classified datapoints in a
confusion matrix. The last phase is to feed non annotated data
to Machine Learning algorithm in order to be classified. The
algorithm will compare the non annotated datapoints with the
model built in the Learning phase and decide on the activity
represented by this new datapoints.
It was developed an Android application that captures
accelerometer, gyroscope, and magnetometer data from
the smartphone sensors. Each sensor has 3 axes adding
for a total of 9 datapoints captured at a period of 0.02
milliseconds. Those datapoints are introduced in a slidding
window that applies to them a set of statistical operations:
average, minimum, maximum, kurtosis and standard
deviation, for a total of 45 features (3 sensors, 3 axes,
5 statistics). The size of the sliding window is set as 3
seconds (150 datapoints) with an intersection of 1.5 seconds.
In order to pre-evaluate the performance of the Machine
Learning algorithms in the classification of human-held agricultural activities we performed a test where it were chosen
5 activities to be monitored in a working day simulation:
walking forward, walking backward, running, fruit picking
and digging the soil with a small tool.
This test occured in a olive harvest context and it was
meant to evaluate how the classification algorithms perform
when classifying intertial sensors data in a farm. The first
approach was to capture inertial datapoints at a 0.02 period,
manually annotating data with the corresponding activities
that were made. After the validation phase it was observed
that the learned models were failing to correctly classify the
annotated data since each datapoint had no relation with the
previous one. To overcome this problem it was implemented
the sliding window algorithm previously mentioned that
takes each sensor’s data as input and gives as output a set
of 45 features for each datapoint.
The first tests shown that the Machine Learning algorithms
were able to correctly classify and distinguish between
Agricultural Activities and those that humans do in their
normal days with over 90% success rate.
Location tracking maps combined with information about
the activities that agricultural workers perform at a given
moment help the farmer to identify the production process
evolution on their crops being capable to identify what
happens in each area of the field.
At this moment a map with worker’s positioning throughout the day is shown to farmers combined with a list of the

activities they made. In the future this information can be
merged in an interactive map where the farmer can select
a point in the field and view the history from that place
while following which workers passed through there and
what activities they made.
It would also be useful to have this data in a system to
control every data produced in the farm with data coming
from field sensors, weather forecasts and machinery that are
already available in some agricultural businesses. Furthermore, it would be possible to create a better knowledge of the
events happening during crop’s lifecycle helping the farmer
to see relations between sources of data that otherwise would
be invisible to the human eye.
C. Summary
As we have seen, the existing solutions are usually focused
on measuring the yield of the crops, not addressing the
need to capture data on other agricultural process steps. Our
solution creates a mechanism to automatically capture data
on the agricultural process that is not tied with a specific
agricultural activity. It also enables farmers to analyze the
productivity of their workers and if their activities were made
correctly.
Dead Reckoning proved to be the better choice when
tracking agricultural workes in a specialty crop, since it is
more accurate and has a the advantage of consumis less
energy than a GPS based solution.
Contrary to other solutions, our solution adds an Agricultural Activity Detection module which eliminates the need to
have a human supervisor to monitor the agricultural workers.
This module uses Machine Learning algorithms that are able
to capture the activities being made at any given point in
time.
Having data on the activity being made enables new
metrics that can be delivered in the future with this system.
The farmer will be able to see what the worker has done
in a specific area of the field. With deeper knowledge about
the activities being made by workers it will have a direct
influence in Agricultural Models, improving the quality of
information.
VI. E VALUATION
The evaluation of this solution is focused on three main
aspects of agricultural worker monitoring. In the first place
it is necessary to evaluate the capacity the system has
to correctly detect the path taken by agricultural workers.
Following that it must be evaluated the performance of the
activity detection mechanism to detect human held agricultural activities. Finally it will be analyzed the battery
consumption in both system modules.
A. Worker Location Monitoring
Our solution uses data captured with a smartphone using
the GPS receiver, accelerometer and gyroscope sensors to
track workers in an agricultural field. A set of tests were
made to analyze the performance of this system to detect

the correct path of agricultural workers in a non-mechanized
olive orchard.
The system will be tested applying different weights
to captured signals with different accuracies while using
the Dead Reckoning technology. We need to compare the
combinations of both location technologies in order to be as
close as possible from the real path. We will compare the real
path taken by the smartphone operator with the one captured
using the application. The real path will be manually drawn
trying to match as close as possible what the worker does in
the field.
The user will have a Samsung Galaxy S7 in a belt near
the left lumbar area of his body.
In this test we compared the performance of our solution
when tracking an Agricultural Worker in a Traditional Olive
Orchard. In Figure 5 is represented the path captured by a
solution that only uses GPS, and in Figure 6 it is represented
the path captured with our solution.

is too high. With a Dead Reckoning solution we are capable
to match very closely the real path of the worker, correcting
the error with GPS coordinates when the accuracy of GPS
signal is better than 8 meters, doing an average with the
Dead Reckoning coordinates.
According to the requirements that were stated in Section
I, the system should take into account the energy drain, a
scarce resource in the rural world.
In our tests we evaluated the GPS energy consumption
while navigating throughout the olive orchard. In the tests
we have got a Battery Drain of 2% of the 3000mAh battery
in a 10 minute period, with the GPS capturing a location
point at every 60 seconds. When that period was decreased
to 10 seconds the smartphone had the same 2% battery drain.
This is due to the fact that the GPS needs to be continually
receiving GPS signals to serve the Android Location Service
in such a short period of time as 60 seconds. We can conclude
that the sampling does not affect the battery drain. However
this energy consumption might lead to complete battery drain
in the period that workers stay in the field, which is a problem
to our solution.
The Dead Reckoning technology is less energy demanding
than GPS and with this smartphone it could operate for a day
of work without being charged.

B. Worker Activity Detection

Fig. 5.

Navigation using GPS in a Traditional Olive Orchard.

Fig. 6.

Navigation using our solution in a Traditional Olive Orchard.

When comparing our solution with a solution that only
uses the GPS receiver to track the worker throughout the
field we can observe that in Figure 6 that it is more precise,
being possible to observe path that is almost identical with
the real path.
Solutions that only use GPS will struggle to be correct
when the weather is not favorable or when the tree density

Our solution implements a module that detects human
activities in a rural context making use of a smartphone and
Machine Learning algorithms to detect worker activities in
the field. The solution presented in this dissertation integrates
an human activity detection module that captures worker
body movements with the inertial sensors available in an
off-the-shelf smartphone. It is important to evaluate how the
system performs when classifying data with the Machine
Learning algorithms.
In an olive orchard we will have workers that are
different from each other. with body movements varying
from person to person, so it is necessary to evaluate
the algorithm’s learning phase and its efficiency when
classifying activities form various workers. With this
experiment we will evaluate the performance of Machine
Learning algorithms in both classifying data based on the
models learned from the same person data models with
data from other people. It is also important to observe
how this tests compare when classifying activities from the
agricultural context (digging and picking fruit) and if it is
necessary to do the learning process for every worker or not.
With this experiment it will be analyzed the learning
capabilities in classifying a dataset from one worker with
data learned from a different worker. Beyond that we will
measure the efficiency in activity detection with a simulation
with different workers where we will access the productivity
metrics when compared to what is observed by the experiments leader.

The list of activities to be monitored is: Walking Forward,
Walking Backwards, Running, Picking Fruit and Digging.
In the first test we evaluated the performance of this
solution when classifying data from a single person with a
model with data from the same individual. For each activity
we captured about 2 minutes worth of data, for a total of 10
minutes of data that was individually classified.
All data was taken as input for the Machine Learning algorithms to build the Classification Models with the number
of data instances reaching 255.
With a CFS Subset Evaluator, using a Best First Algorithm, it was possible to determine that the most meaningful
features were the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•

accMeanX
accMinX
accKurtosisX
accSTDX
accMeanY
accMinY

•
•
•
•
•

accKurtosisY
accSTDY
gyroMaxY
compMeanY
compMinY

It is possible to notice that the most important sensor to
the Classification Models is the Accelerometer, as it is able
to capture the forces created by body movements when the
worker is performing the activities.
In this first test, after the validation phase the BayesNet
algorithm had 95.29% of correctly classified datapoints and
the MultilayerPerceptron improved that number to 98.04%.
After the validation process we proceeded with classification of new annotated datapoints for each of the activities.
In the results, presented in Table I we can observe that the
system is able to distinguish between agricultural and nonagricultural activities with success rates being over 90% in
both algorithms.
However, when comparing between Walking Forward and
Walking Backwards the system struggles to correctly classify
the activities since they are very similar and the amount of
datapoints only corresponded to 10 minutes.
TABLE I
ACTIVITY E VALUATION R ESULTS - P ERCENTAGE OF C ORRECTLY
C LASSIFIED DATAPOINTS
Activity
Forwards
Running
Backwards
Digging
Picking Fruit

BayesNet
75%
100%
80.70%
91.67%
98.04%

MultilayerPerceptron
87.5%
100%
82.46%
91.67%
98.04%

In the second test we evaluated the performance of the
solution when classifying data from a single person with
a model with data captured from other person. In this
test we only focused on activities that usually happen in
the agricultural field: walking forwards, picking fruit and
digging. For this test we have used the same model as the
previous test, while we classify data from 2 new workers.

With a Classification Model that was built with data from a
different worker both tests with these two workers presented
a high percentage of correctly classified agricultural activity
datapoints using any of the algorithms. It is also possible
to observe that both algorithms presented a large volume of
incorrectly classified datapoints when classifying the Walking
Forwards activity. In comparison to what was visualized in
the first test, most of the those datapoints were classified as
a Walking Backwards activity.
TABLE II
F IRST W ORKER ACTIVITY E VALUATION R ESULTS - P ERCENTAGE OF
C ORRECTLY C LASSIFIED DATAPOINTS
Activity
Forwards
Digging
Picking Fruit

BayesNet
38.60%
91.23%
87.5%

MultilayerPerceptron
8.77%
92.98%
87.5%

TABLE III
S ECOND W ORKER ACTIVITY E VALUATION R ESULTS - P ERCENTAGE OF
C ORRECTLY C LASSIFIED DATAPOINTS
Activity
Forwards
Digging
Picking Fruit

BayesNet
38.98%
81.35%
89.83%

MultilayerPerceptron
42.37%
81.35%
91.52%

C. Results
In less than half an hour it is possible to manually classify
a number of datapoints that is sufficient to correctly classify
agricultural activities in over 90% of the time, either when
the model uses data from that same worker or data from
another one.
It is difficult to distinguish between Walking Forward and
Walking Backward, which can be seen in Table II and Table
III. This is even more pronounced when the classification
model uses data from other people as they have different
walking paces. However this is not a problem to our solution
since the two activities can be classified just as Walking
without affecting the goal to distinguish between agricultural
activities held by agricultural workers.
When the Classification Model uses data from a different
worker there is a small decline in the percentage of correctly
classified activities, with values averaging between 80% and
90%.
We consider that this is a promising starting point for the
use of this technology in human activity detection and with
further work those values could even increase. The amount
of effort for a farmer to install such as system, even if it is
needed to create a new model for every agricultural worker
is considered low.
D. Discussion
The Agricultural Worker Monitoring system that we
present in this Dissertation is capable to monitor the positions
and the activities that workers perform in the field with
success.

The Location Monitoring module is capable to track
workers with an accuracy that is very close to the real paths
they take in the field. However the decision to use GPS to
correct the accumulated error of Dead Reckoning causes the
battery to drain very fast, which is a problem for such a
system.
The Activity Detection module is able to detect agricultural activities when data is intermixed with a set of other
human activities with success classification rates that are over
90%. The MultilayerPerceptron algorithm revealed a better
sucess rate than the BayesNet, however the time it takes to
classify data is much bigger. In this case the best choice is
to use the BayesNet algorithm that does not compromises
the ability to correctly classify activities and it is faster.
VII. C ONCLUSION
Precision Agriculture is an area in development and there
is still space for improvement. The Internet of Things
technology enables an interconnection between agricultural
agents creating a shared knowledge that is at the farmers
entire disposal.
In this dissertation we evaluated the possibility to develop
an Agricultural Worker monitoring system that is adapted to
farms with specialty crops.
Our solution enables any farmer with a specialty crop farm
of any size to monitor his crop using a smartphone that is
installed next to the worker’s lumbar area with a belt. To
test this solution we had to chose a crop that was widely
available and with heterogeneous characteristics to access
if it was possible to use this system in other crops. We
have chosen the Olive Orchard and its different production
methods: traditional and intensive.
The decision to use a regular smartphone to capture worker
data created the challenge to deal with low precision technology. By using a regular smartphone we are able to lower
installation costs but smartphone sensors are imprecise and
have limited energy available. Unlike urban environments,
farms have communication and energy limitations which
leads the system to have the necessity to minimize energy
consumption and external communications.
When comparing GPS and Dead Reckoning navigation
technologies we have found that Dead Reckoning is more
accurate and has no problem with trees when comparing
to a GPS based solution. To overcome those problems we
have presented a solution that uses Dead Reckoning as the
main location tracking provider and the accumulated error is
corrected by determining an average with the GPS absoulte
coordinates.
To monitor worker activities we use Machine Learning
algorithms that will classify what the worker is doing at any
given moment using smartphone’s inertial sensors. Machine
Learning techniques ahve shown to be appropriate and with
potential to be used in this system, presenting good success
ratios in human agricultural activities classification.
A. Future Work
The navigation solutions that were used in this solution
are inaccurate leaving behind a margin of associated error

when capturing worker paths in the farm. A solution to this
problem would be to create a solution based on Bluetooth
Beacons that would create a wireless mesh in the agricultural
field. By measuring the power of the Blueetooth signals
coming from each beacon it would be possible to do a
triangulation and find the position of the worker in the field.
This solution would increase the costs of the system but
depending on its success it would provide another source
of location data. Another option would be to use the layout
of the field as another source of data that would help to
correct the errors of location technologies by discarding
blatant erroneous positions.
Nowadays hand-harvesting workers are already paid according to their performance which is considered a fairer
paying system with workers earning more than when they
are paid by hour. With our system it would be possible to
implement a worker payment system based on productivity
that could be applied to any agricultural activity. By being
paid for their effort workers tend to have better motivation
levels which adds to the overall satisfaction to use a human
monitoring system.
In the future farmers might be capable to manager their
entire farms from the palm of their hands getting realtime information and alerts about what is happening in the
field while keeping their goals of high efficiency and high
productivity with lower costs.
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